Introduction
Multiple works (Akimov et al., 2001) , (Maslobrod et al., 2014a) , (Kernbach et al., 2016) , (Smirnov, 2010) are devoted to the effect of non-local signal transmission. This effect is related to macroscopic entanglement (ME) (Palomaki et al., 2013) , (Sperling and Walmsley, 2017) , (Ockeloen-Korppi et al., 2018) , (Vedral, 2008) and can be considered from several points of view: 1) as the ability to transmit signals between remote macro-systems; 2) to impose a nonlocal impact on a certain object; 3) to monitor remote objects. Most of technical papers are devoted to 1) and 2), in the area of distant monitoring it needs to mention early works (Russell, 1997) , Soviet and US research (Ochatrin et al., 1997) , (Akimov et al., 2000) , (Dunne et al., 1988) , and teams operating with RNG devices (Hirukawa and Ishikawa, 2004) , (Radin, 2002) , (Nelson et al., 1995) ; from the last 20 years -the works (Shkatov, 2010) , (Kravchenko and Kalaschenko, 1994) , (Gorbatych et al., 2009) , (Schmieke, 2015) , companies 'InfoScan' and 'GeoScan Systems' (Glowatzki and Haeder, 2015) . Operatorbased phenomena, such as ESP (Hansel, 1969) , (Swann, 1987) or quantum consciousness (Persinger and Lavallee, 2010) are not considered here.
The experimentally observed effect consists in a weak behavioural correlation of two entangled macro-systems. Dynamics of the first system reflects impacts on the second system and vice versa, impacts on the first system are traced in the dynamics of the second system. For example in (Kernbach, 2017a) , a plant was impacted over 3km distance, and correlations 'transmitter receiver' and 'receiver transmitter' are detected in dynamics of both the receiver (plant) and the transmitting system. Existing remote monitoring systems represent different variations of this scheme, e.g. with 'matrices', 'resonant' filters, 'non-local' tags, satellite images and photographs of terrain or laser probes (Akimov et al., 2000) , (Ochatrin et al., 1997) , (Glowatzki, 2016) , . The reproducibility and reliability of these methods are not high and often depend on abilities of the operator. Therefore, the main application area lies in preliminary information analysis, narrowing down the initial range of search, or in cases when no other sources of information is available. For example, minimizing the search area of mineral deposits, preliminary marking in SAR operations, restricting the area of geopathic zones, distant monitoring of biological organisms, etc. There are known rare applications of these methods in anti-terror, military or intelligence operations (Greig, 2012) , (Popov, 2012) , (Interfax, 2007) , (Newsru, 2005) , (Ptichkin, 2009) , (May et al., 2014) . The response of academic community is polarized, although this possibility is discussed in quantum research: 'Quantum entanglement allows engineered quantum systems to exceed classical information processing bounds' (Palomaki et al., 2013) , especially for biological systems, neurons, and the brain (Koch and Hepp, 2006) , (Jedlicka, 2017) , (Cardena, 2014) .
The proposed approach of distant monitoring is based on electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) with optical excitation and represents a combination of two systems published in (Kernbach, 2013b) and (Kernbach, 2017a) . The method consists in creating an entangled system with remote object and aqueous solution in measurement containers. Over 1000 performed experiments, in particular with LEDs excitation at 470nm, demonstrated the non-local signal (impact) transmission between such macro-systems (Akimov et al., 2001) , (Kernbach, 2013a) , (Kernbach et al., 2016) . These experiments allow expressing the hypothesis that a remote object affects the EIS dynamics of aqueous solution in presence of optical excitation. Measuring distortions of electrochemical dynamics (Kernbach et al., 2017) , it is possible to characterize this effect. The more 'active' is an entangled macro-object, the more intense is the deviation from undistorted state. The statistical characterization of electrochemical noise is used for numerical evaluation, which was already tested in other EIS applications (CYBRES, 2018a) .
Thus, this method allows assessing the 'activity index' of a remote object -its ability to influence other objects. Performing differential measurements with two remote macro-objects enables 'feature matching' by multiple EIS devices -tests on possessing specific properties, although this approach requires further experiments. 'Activity' is manifested in two ways, it can stimulate or inhibit the dynamics of corresponding EIS channel. These changes can be expressed in terms of entropy/negentropy and related to the state of a remote object. This aspect is especially relevant for pathogenic objects/zones, allowing to determine their possible parameters without direct contact. Experiments also demonstrated a selective detection of global 'emotional'/'cosmo-biological' events. An interesting area of research represents exploration of symbolic objects that demonstrate a certain 'activity' (Kernbach, 2018b) . Totally, about 4000 measurements (60 experiments each with 8 runs by 8 or 16 devices, 6.8⋅10 6 measurement points or 5.5⋅10
10 data samples) are performed within this and the preliminary work (Kernbach, 2018a) . This paper has the following structure: Section 2 describes the setup and methodology, Sections 3 and 4 -experiments with various objects and 'feature matching' approach with 8 and 16 EIS devices, Section 5 concludes this work.
Setup and Methodology

Physical and biological macroscopic entanglement
One of the first exploratory work on physical ME considered spin systems and free Bosonic gases, achieving ME was associated with phase transitions (Anders and Vedral, 2007) . These experiments are summarized in (Vedral, 2008) proposing universal character of ME in different macro-systems. In last 10 years the number of ME-related publications is significantly increased. For instance (Klimov et al., 2015) deals with silicon chip and ME is achieved by using magnetic field with optical excitation at 975nm by 100mW laser, whereas ME is characterized by specific metric. In (Lee et al., 2011 ) ME is achieved by optical excitation of two spatially separated, millimeter-sized diamonds. In (Wang et al., 2016 ) ME was achieved in coupled mechanical oscillators modulated by optomechanical system. The degree of mechanical entanglement was assessed by vibrational model. The work (Ockeloen-Korppi et al., 2018) deals with micromechanical oscillators, coupled by EM fields. The paper (Korotaev et al., 2018) reports about strong ME achieved in electric field by weakly polarized electrodes performing underwater measurements in Baikal Lake. In fact, the list of publications on physical ME is long, authors reported about strong behavioural, structural, functional and even causal correlations/anomalies in spatially separated macro-systems.
Biological ME goes back to Schrödinger who recognized a significant role of quantum mechanics in biology. This field is currently referred to as quantum biology (Mohseni et al., 2014) . To provide a few examples: in (Shi et al., 2017 ) ME is established between fluorescent proteins by optical excitation at 785nm, (Marletto et al., 2018) treats green sulphur bacteria and quantised light, (Mothersill et al., 2018) considers Zebra fish populations with ME achieved by X-ray radiation. X-ray radiation was used also for entangling seeds (Maslobrod, 2012) , previous research indicated that EM field applied during swelling and germination phases produces ME in plant organisms (Maslobrod et al., 1994) , (Maslobrod et al., 2004) . Plants are the first biological objects that are used for 'technological ME', e.g. (Akimov et al., 2001 ) used samples of plant tissues for ME established by excitation with orthogonal electric and magnetic fields. Characterization of ME was carried out by measuring correlations between excitation signal and response of biopotentials from spatially separated biological samples at 22km distance. This system utilized a signal correlation for transferring '0'/'1' bits and represents in fact the first telecommunication attempt based on biological ME. This experiment was positively replicated in (Kernbach, 2017a) with modern equipment.
Assessing ME as a correlation of electromagnetic signals induced by biological systems stimulated further development of these methods for achieving ME. For instance, (Montagnier et al., 2011) reports about using DNA with magnetic fields and recorded EM signals, similar experiments are conducted by (Surinov, 2018) with mouses, (Smirnov, 2010) describes excitation by microwave radiation at 1.9mm with images of rats, (Krasnobrygev, 2009) excites spatially distributed materials by alternating magnetic field and analyzes their interactions with biological objects, (Maslobrod et al., 2014a) uses digital images and optical excitation for long-range biological ME with seeds, fungi and plant seedlings at 2000km distance, (Hachumova et al., 2014) utilizes low-frequency EM fields with acoustic and video signals, experiments in (Kernbach et al., 2016) are conducted by optical/electric field excitation with digital images and video signals. The list of such experiments and publications can be extended further. Several authors (Zhigalov, 2016) , (Melkikh, 2013) , (Ghirardi et al., 1986) expressed a hypothesis about collapse of wave function for theoretical explanation of these phenomena -such an approach can be denoted as weak ME. This work follows the methodology of optical/electric field excitation and a digital representation of distant objects (denoted further as 'keys'). We point out such an approach represents an open research topic that is experimentally explored in a large community.
EIS setup and measurement methodology
The used setup represents a standard MU3.4 system with external electrodes, which have a built-in optical excitation at 470/940nm with two-frequency modulation -the high-frequency up to 12 MHz and the low-frequency up to 1 kHz. Structure and several such devices are shown see Fig. 1 . Taking into account experiments with optical generators (Kernbach, 2013b) , (Kernbach, 2013a) , the experiments were carried out at excitation frequencies of 1 MHz/5 Hz, or without modulation, at the wavelength of 470 nm (blue LED). Electrical excitation for EIS measurements was performed at 450 Hz. MU EIS system records a large number of electrochemical, statistical and environmental data -totally 59 data channels per device (sampling interval -1 sec.), see more in (CYBRES, 2018b) .
The initial EIS dynamics depends on several factors, among them the state of electrode surface, the level of gas absorption (primarily CO2 from the atmosphere), the difference in temperature of samples, light, etc. To unify these factors, electrodes were soaked in water for 10-15 minutes before the experiments, containers were filled with water in the same way, measurements starts after equalizing temperature in containers, the same paper was used for keys in both channels, samples were stored in the foam block during experiments, see Fig. 1(b) . Since electrodes undergo a slow ions diffusion process 1 , only such electrodes are selected that showed the most linear dynamics of both channels. These electrodes were used in further measurements.
Reflecting surface of keys. The reflecting surface of 'keys' (labels with printed images, installed on water containers, see Fig. 2(a) ) affects the EIS dynamics with optical excitation and may represent a technological artefact in these measurements. However, as shown by experiments, the reflecting surface is not the main influencing factor on EIS dynamics. For example, images of 'stone' and 'plant', see Fig.8(a,b) , have a similar amount of black color, but they demonstrate significantly different results, see Fig. 7 . After a number of preliminary experiments with 'black square keys', see Fig. 8(d) , the image of the object was placed on the outer side of keys, i.e. the inner reflective surface of both keys remained white, and the containers are installed in matte black Statistical data processing. EIS dynamics of both channels, the temperature of liquids and the second statistical moments were analysed during measurements, see Figs. 5 and 6. Calculation of statistical moments is described in (CYBRES, 2018a) and follows algorithms proposed in (Press et al., 1992) . In short, the variation (second moment), skewness (third moment) and kurtosis (fourth moment) in a moving window of 500 or 1000 values, constantly sampled by the device, are calculated. To stabilize the statistical deviations when filling the buffer, a 'split plot' is used, which starts calculations 1 minute after the start of measurements. Readings of channel 1 are divided by channel 2 and set to zero for the same dynamics of both channels, and are displayed as bar charts. The more different is the dynamics of both channels, the higher are the bar graph values. Statistical moments are calculated independently for impedance, correlation, phase and temperature -thus a vector of 12 parameters is obtained that characterizes the state of remote object. The value of 'total score' averages the values of other parameters. Fig. 5 shows a statistical analysis of EIS dynamics from Fig. 4 by this method. To obtain a numerical result by using the statistical method, the measurement period was divided into two parts, details of this procedure and the option 'split plot' can be found in (CYBRES, 2018a) . Such a time-differential approach allows removing the trend variation of both channels and so that to focus only on differences of EIS dynamics between channels. Denoting the 'total score' value of the control measurement as σ, the result of experimental measurement is considered significant at >3σ.
Protocol. Experiments on non-local signal transmission showed the greatest efficiency when using a transmission 'window' of 25-30 minutes. The signal was detected inside such a 'window' and immediately after it, i.e. the receiver's response occurred when the non-local transmitter was turned on or off. The monitoring system follows the same methodology. The duration of excitation is 25 minutes. The EIS dynamics was recorded 5 minutes before excitation and 10 minutes after it, i.e. the measurement protocol is 5-25-10 repeated each 60 minutes. After initial measurements with 5-25-10, 0-30-0, 0-20-10, the final protocol was set CYBRES, 2018b) . Each experiment began with a control measurement with two empty keys, which was repeated until a 'zero level' of dynamics was demonstrated (as a rule, one measurement), after that the key was replaced in one channel and experimental measurements were performed. In each new measurement cycle only fresh water was used.
Impact of temperature. Temperature dynamics of both liquids behaves slightly different.
Reasons are different initial conditions as well as variations of setups, and, as assumed, nonlocal processes (this assumption underlies the thermodynamics assessment metrics, see Sec. 4). Control measurements demonstrate temperature variations between channels of 0.05С-0.08C, see Fig. 6 , however contribution of temperature dynamics to overall statistical result is negligible.
Reproducibility and reliability.
During experiments, two effects were noted, which also occurred with non-local communication systems and are described in literature. Firstly, the measuring system at some points did not work with distant objects. For example, the system of non-local communication (Kernbach, 2013a ) demonstrated about 70%-80% of operability (one from four devices was 'blocked' in most cases). Remote monitoring system has a similar behaviour, e.g. one from 8 EIS devices has anomalously high values (see discussion in Sec. 4). This effect characterizes the 'reproducibility' parameter, which can be improved by using multiple EIS devices working in parallel (however multiple EIS meters can interact with each other through a common measured object).
Secondly, repeated measurements of the same object show a gradual decrease of readings. On the one hand this effect is related to wave-like EIS dynamics, see Figs. 11, 18 and corresponding discussions. On the other hand, this seems to be a property of non-local channel. The parameter 'reliability' characterizes this effect and limits the system by 3-5 consecutive measurements. Several methods to avoid this effect were tested -using only new keys, restarting the system with a new water, etc.
Single-Device Measurements
Single-device measurements represent the simplest system of distant monitoring without complex assessment metrics. Results are calculated as = e 1 / c 1 , where e 1, c 1 are single control and experimental readings of 'total score', see Table 2 .
Control and calibration measurements. In the control experiments, two white strips (empty 'keys') were placed on containers. An example of the EIS dynamics is shown in Fig. 6 , some repeated measurements are summarized in Table  1 . Calibration experiments were conducted with objects of different nature (stone and plant), see Fig.  8(a,b) , the results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 7 and demonstrate a significant difference of EIS dynamics between the 'stone' and 'plant' objects.
Test measurements.
Images for test experiments are selected randomly and included objects of different categories -various geometric shapes and symbols, plants, historical photographs of various people, infoceticals and self-diagnostics, geopathic zones, see Fig. 8 . Protocols 0-30-0, 5-25-15, 0-20-10 and 5-15-10 were tested. Up to three repeated measurements of the same object were carried out. The system was also used for selfdiagnosis of volunteers. In the first three attempts they were informed about beginning of measurements, in the three subsequent ones -not. Subjective observations of own psychophysical state were recorded during and after the tests. In the final three attempts, the volunteers had to determine the begin of measurements. Experiments were terminated if significant psycho-physical abnormalities were reported. Some results of these measurements are collected in Table 2 .
Long-term background measurements, e.g. more than 5-7 consecutive measurements, have the effect of measuring environmental variations. They are superimposed on the measurement process and make it impossible to separate a 'useful signal' from the background (i.e. entangled objects should be measured in a short time frame). However, environmental variations are interesting events, which are usually attributed to global variations of 'information field', 'field of consciousness', 'the noosphere', 'external Qi', etc. (Nelson et al., 1995) , (Nelson et al., 1998) , (Dulnev and Ipatov, 1998) , (Yan et al., 1999) , (Qian et al., 1994) (Peng and Kernbach, 2018) . EIS devices can be used for both the measurements of external cosmo-biological events as well as for detecting intrinsic noospheric events. The single-channel and differential methods can be applied as described in (Kernbach, 2017b) . For example, Fig. 9 shows detections of 'morning spikes', which occur at 5:00-7:00 every day, and as supposed have a global nature. In this case, the probabilistic nature of obtained data and uncertainty of 'global event' should also be taken into account.
Feature Matching Measurements with 8 and 16 Devices in Parallel
Differential measurement method in EIS devices allows using two keys: one channel has the object key, the second channel -empty key. In this case, double differential measurements 'empty'-'empty' keys and 'empty'-'object' keys is performed, which allows detecting anomalies of EIS dynamics introduced by a remote object. However, the second channel can contain certain 'feature keys' for 'feature'-'object' measurements. This kind of 'key'-to-'key' interactions has been already tested e.g. with pathogen fungi, plant seedlings and pepper seeds (Maslobrod et al., 2014a) , (Maslobrod et al., 2014b) , . The working hypothesis is that such measurements reflect distant interactions between two remote objects, in particular between feature and object, and demonstrate high values if feature and object 'match' each other. Such a feature matching can be performed by several devices in parallel. Features/properties keys form a 'query byte', which, after measurement, generate a 'response byte', see Fig. 10 . Measurement results can be represented in analog form as i (i.e. interpreted as 'activity of interaction') or in digital form as 'matched'/'not matched' with probability of being 'true' or 'false'.
Assessment of results with max metric can be based on 'control to experiment' ratio as discussed earlier. For instance, Fig. 11 shows 7 consecutive measurements of 'empty'-'empty' keys and 'empty'-'symbol Fig.8(f) ' keys on the same device performed two days at approximately the same time.
The assessment based on the first experimental e 1 and first control c 1 values is about (c 1 = 6.5% to e 1 = 70.4% in absolute value), which repeats the data from Table 2 and confirms the method of '1 control measurement'-'1 experimental experiment' from the previous section.
The main observation is that channels with 'active key' have a wave-like perturbation in a few first measurements, whereas channels with 'passive keys' have initially a 'flat' dynamics. Denoting the absolute value of a single measurement as X 1 , the following expression (1) is denoted as metric for assessing results. On the one hand, max demonstrates the strongest result. On the other hand, it also reflects ionic/temperature/'memory effect' anomalies during the first measurements, and has a high variation. Thus, in practical examples the parameter 'skip' is introduced, which at skip= 1 starts calculation from the second value, at skip= 2 from the third value and so on (to determine the begin of a 'wave').
The reason of anomalously high or low i that appear randomly in some devices is a slow wave-like EIS dynamics, see Fig.11 , with interchanging positive and negative phases. Depending on time when the iterative measurement is performed, it can catch only growing or only relaxing state of EIS dynamics and will result in anomalous σ i . Increasing time between iterative measurements or changing the protocol does not resolve this issue. Phase dynamics and appearance of anomalous i are caused by local as well as non-local reasons and represent certain interest for analysis. They can be analysed 'as they are' or limited to minimal and maximal values V min = 0.5 V max = 2.0 (2) Anomalous i can be also viewed as a random interference (one or two bit are randomly 'false') that requires noise-resistant coding for the feature byte, as e.g. 2x4, 4x2 and 4x4 schemes (one feature is represented by several bits) as considered in examples later.
Assessment of results with e metric. Another way to assess the results is based on several iterative measurements, which allow minimizing variation of i . The differential amplitude is gradually increased in control measurements in Fig. 11(a) , which reflects the degradation of electrochemical dynamics due to ionization of liquid. Denoting the average value of the first three measurements as e 3 and the first six measurements as e 6 , the expression e 3 < e 3 : control, e 3 > e 6 : experiment (3) holds for control and experimental attempts on Fig. 10(b) . The expression (3) reflects appearance of wave-like perturbation in a few first measurements in channels with 'active keys' and with (2) can be normalized to ±1 as To verify this, we performed 19 experiments with 1216 independent measurements (each experiment has at least 8 independent 30 min measurements, each with 8 EIS devices), see Table  2 . The result of 3 6 e e (skip 1), with 8 bit averaging µ for control is 1.50 (or the 'true' measurement -1.47), for experimental attempts -0.98. Thus, (3) is confirmed on a large statistical data set.
Thermodynamic and relative metrics.
As mentioned in Sec. 2, temperature inside fluids represents interesting measurement value, which reflects not only local but also non-local interactions. However, the metric, similar to (4), for temperature, e.g. , skip 0 for coding 1 scheme is used. Table 3 , which can be used for assessing the results. The e and t metrics reflect different characteristics of EIS dynamics -t indicates maximal values and is more suitable for mutually exclusive features, whereas e points to wave-like dynamics and to complementary features. ,) is not normalized to ±1, the normalization is introduced by
which represents a histogram-like form, where maximal value is equal to 1 (or to 100%) and all other values are <1, see e.g. Fig. 14. This relative metric is stable to variations of common factors influencing all channels, such as the 'memory effect' or environmental fluctuations. The expression (8) can be used also for a histogram representation of other metrics.
Probabilistic aspect of measurements. As mentioned earlier, the EIS output can be considered as 'true' or 'false' in regard to some requested fact. For instance, based on Table 3, the   3   6 e e = p 1 = 1.50 can be set for being 'true' in regard to the statement 'symbol Fig.8(f) is active' and 3 6 e e = p 0 = 0.98 as 'false' for this statement. Since i floats between p 0 and p 1 , it makes sense to present them as deviation p i from p 0 calculated as
where α represents some physical limitations in the system. In a simple case, p 0 = 1 and (9) represents the metric (4) with minimal V min and maximal V max as (2) and = 1. An averaged p is calculated as
where n is a number of equal feature bits (in case of empty feature byte n= 8). The expression (9) reflects the probabilistic character of p i , and the averaged p value for can viewed as the probability of being 'true' for the given measurement. The expression (10) can be applied for estimating the probability of 'true' for multiple iterative measurements with (8) metric and ' = 1' and ' ≠ 1' outputs.
The approach (9), (10) requires repetitive control measurements for calibrating the values of and α. This is reasonable taking into account metal-to-water ions transfer in electrodes and environmental changes. Too high p values of control attempts (or too low values of experimental attempts) indicate environmental variations/'memory effect' and should be removed from consideration as 'not reliable'. Control, empty keys Experiment, Fig.8(f The memory effect manifests in influencing current measurement by a few previously performed experiments. Physical nature of this effect is unclear, it is also known as the 'phantom effect' (Kernbach and Zhigalov, 2013) , (Persinger and Dotta, 2011) . Fig. 12 demonstrates 19 experiments (3536 measurements inside and outside of the 3 6 e e metric, each of 30 min duration, following each other). Blue bars show experiments with active keys, the orange ones -with empty keys (control attempts). According to (4), the orange bars should be lower than blue ones. This holds for experimental attempts with one iteration.
Attempts with three iterations demonstrate increasing values between attempts and the controls are higher than the experiments (with significant drops of the next experimental attempts). This effect has several consequences: 1) absolute value of the attempt contains the memory effect whose influence should be separately estimated; 2) 'relaxing' control attempts (always with the same, e.g. empty, keys) should be performed between experiments; relaxation can be performed by switching off the system; 3) iterative experimental attempts provide better results however require increasing the number of 'relaxing' attempts. Generally, the relative metrics like (8) are more stable to the memory effect than the absolute ones; their usage is more preferable.
Failure of the feature matching approach should be differentiated from negative results. Criteria for assessing the result as failure are inconsistencies, e.g. similar probabilities for mutually exclusive features or low values for control and following experimental attempts. Unclear, too general or context-dependent symbolic keys (e.g. simple geometric shapes such as triangles, cycles etc.) produce methodological failures, such keys are not suitable as feature bytes. Technical failures occur due to different propagation of perturbation in phase space of all EIS devices (the 'skip' parameters), see Fig. 11 . The wrong selection of the 'skip' parameters among EIS devices leads to inconsistency of 
Test Measurements
The 'false' and 'true' test measurements. A priori known 'true' and 'false' test measurements are intended for calibration purposes. Examples of objects for 'false' measurements are geometric patterns in Fig. 8(c,d) with empty feature bytes (the geometric pattern from Fig. 8(c) , publicly discussed during preparatory works, was replaced by a similar pattern). Null hypothesis is that the case of 'empty'-'geometric pattern' keys should be similar to the case of 'empty'-'active object' keys. 'True' measurements are performed with the image of sun (courtesy NASA) as a key. Results are summarized in Table 3 , the mean µ differs between control and experimental attempts, thus, we consider it as a rejection of the null hypothesis for the 'false' and confirmation of the 'true' measurements.
Geographic object. Tests with geographic object and empty feature keys (geographic object is a geopathic zone (GPZ) discovered on 25.05.18 by A.Rusanov in Stuttgart) shown in Fig. 13(a) . Anomalous effect of this GPZ was measured earlier (see water samples on the image), here the measurement 'empty keys'-'GPZ' should provide a non-local estimation for 'GPZ is active'.
About 10 control and 10 experimental measurements with 0-20-5 protocol repeated once each hour, i.e. 160 independent attempts. As described above, the values e , Table 3 , the activity index can be set to the Test of 4x2 feature coding with real macroobjects is performed by selecting a real tractor (John Deere 6M series) as an object and four feature images: 1) gingerbread 'tractor', 2) inflatable toytractor, 3) Lindner Geotrac tractor and 4) plastic toy-tractor. Experiments are repeated three times (protocol 0-20-5 repeated once each 30 minutes, 3x10 attempts with 8 EIS devices), feature coding (each feature represented by 2 bits) and results by using The last measurement is shown as a bar graph in Fig. 14. Test of 4x2 feature coding with abstract objects can be demonstrated by using the image of nuclear explosion 1953 in Nevada and the feature byte consisting of flags of Canada, USA, Denmark and Philippine (each coded by two bits). This experiment has been performed two times (protocol 0-20-5 repeated once each 30 minutes, 2x8 attempts with 8 EIS devices), results calculated by 
The bar graph of the first attempt is shown in Fig. 15 .
2x4 feature coding with symbolic features. Symbolic objects provide sometimes a high activity index. To test this approach with symbolic features, we selected symbols A1 (male), B1 (female) from the Gardiner list (Gardiner, 1957) Results are evaluated with different metrics by using (8) (i.e maximal feature is always equal to 1) and are shown in Table 3 . Since features are mutually exclusive, the maximal value represents the correct result. The metric 4 4 t e , skip 0 for coding scheme 1 is shown in Fig. 16 . This measurement exemplifies the fact that the correct estimation appears in multiple metrics.
Scheme with 4x4 feature coding (4 bit resolution per feature) provides the most stable results and requires 16 EIS devices for 4 features. As a historical and ethnological example we selected the Menhir Kerloas as an object -the megalith in Brittany, France, see Fig. 13(b) . According to legends, this menhir facilitates birth of children (in particular boys) and possesses healing properties. Corresponding historical question is whether the menhir was related to fertility, lunar or solar Neolithic cults. Corresponding features are coded by images of 'Cosmos', Earth, Moon and Sun on 16 devices: bits: 1; 2; 9; 10 3; 4; 11; 12 5; 6; 13; 14 7; 8; 15; 16 which represent mutually exclusive features for the matching approach. From ethnological point of view, such four features are a 'typical mythological basic' and we are also interested in a complementary view on these features; their correlations with the menhir can point to a possible usage of this object.
This experiment was repeated 3 times and can be represented as 3x16x8 or 6x8x8 measurementsthe last scheme provides better statistical properties (totally 384 measurements each of 30 min). Table 5 demonstrates averaged outcomes for each feature with a few The averaged activity index of this object is 0.445 calculated from 6 experiments (0.65, 0.39, 0.38, 0.61, 0.25, 0.39) . Thus, the menhir is still an 'active object' with a high activity index. The 
Cross-interactions between measurement systems
Measurement systems with optical excitation interact with distant objects. In order to demonstrate this effect, we conducted 3 experiments (with duration of 9, 28 and 24 hours with 1952 separate measurements) with 2 EIS systems consisting of 8 devices each. Four different symbolic keys (random symbols printed on labels) were prepared and installed on EIS devices as shown in Fig. 17(a) .
The EIS system 2 represents the 'receiver', whereas the system 1 appears as a 'transceiver', the distance between both systems was about 15 meters (two separate laboratories), the distance between water containers within one EIS system was 4-5 cm. Both systems continuously operated with 0-20-5 protocol repeated each 30 minutes. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 17(b,c) , we discover a strong response in channels with the symbolic 'key 2' in the system 2. There are also anomalies in the system 1 -the thermodynamic metric (6) sin t 7 demonstrated lower values in the EIS 4, which had empty keys. Correlations of temperature-based metrics with active symbolic keys represent interesting research issue pointing to changed thermodynamics conditions during nonlocal operations. Since the non-local signal generated a wave-like response, the dynamics of all four keys during 8 hours with Fig. 18(a,b) .
We observe here three waves -1-2, 5-6 and 11-12 hours after begin of experiments, channels without 'active keys' do not demonstrate such a wave dynamics (this behaviour can underlie additional assessment metric). All three experiments have a similar behaviour (the experiment 1 demonstrated only the first and second waves). These experiments clearly demonstrate that EIS systems interact during measurements and a response on non-local signal has a wave-like dynamics. Currently we cannot say whether such a dynamics is related to previously non-existing symbolic keys, generally represents a property of non-local signal transmission, or is characteristic to EIS systems with slowly degrading impedance. Repetitive experiments with already used symbolic keys (in the same setup with new water) generate only weak effects shown in Fig.18 , or do not generate them at all. The scheme in Fig.  17 (a) can represent multiple practical applications of this approach.
Conclusion
This paper reports about several thousands of measurements carried out with various macroobjects. Protocols 0-30-0, 5-15-10, 0-20-10, with or without modulation of optical excitation, were tested. Before each experiment, control measurements were carried out with empty keys to calibrate the system. It was found that several local and non-local factors influence the measurement result. Carefully considering the methodology and testing counterhypotheses (e.g. reflecting surface affects the result), the expressed hypothesis about interactions between measurement fluids and distant macro-objects cannot be rejected. With proper preparation of electrodes, the activity index in the control experiments is 15-40% with single device, depending on the protocol, setup, and electrodes. Considering this value as a basic variation of , tests with known biological organisms, such as plants, are at > 3 . More complex experiments with multiple devices and iterative measurements confirmed these initial results and also demonstrated a significant difference between control and experimental attempts based on the e , metrics. To improve this issue, it needs to redesign the evaluation approach on the level of basic signal processing algorithms. Generally, the parametrization, the mentioned issues of environmental fluctuations and the memory effect impact reproducibility and reliability, and represent a probabilistic nature of distant monitoring. The introduced p metric enables expressing the result as a probability of being 'true' about the measured result. It also requires iterative control measurements to calibrate the p 0 level.
The matching approach in this and other works demonstrated that distantly interacting 'similar' macro-objects generate a high activity index. However, this effect is not understood, neither in the basic mechanisms nor in the definition of 'similarity'. This is especially relevant for several investigated symbolic objects that also generate a high activity index. Context-dependent symbolic keys or simple geometric shapes produce negative result or methodological failures. This approach requires accumulation of larger statistics for different symbolic objects. In fact, one of purposes of this paper is to share collected so far results in the EIS community, and to stimulate replications of this work by different researchers.
The need for modulation of optical excitation remained open -in both cases, the result of > 3 was recorded. It can be assumed that modulation is a more invasive method of distant measurements, which gives better resolution for some objects (for example, symbols). The role of a human operator remains uncertain in this work. Current assumption is that the monitoring system is too complex to be purposefully influenced by operator's (un)consciousness. Since this system is commercially available, replications of this technique will determine the role of an operator.
In terms of results, firstly, the distant monitoring even at the ≈ 3 level is useful when no other sources of information is available. The technique shown in Fig. 10 allows testing several hypotheses about distant macro-objects. Taking into account probabilistic nature of information, and a need of its independent verification, the distant monitoring can be a part of more complex system for working with remote biological, geographic, physical, or symbolic objects. Secondly, when monitoring human persons, volunteers reported about different neurological manifestations -changes in perception, consciousness and sleep patterns, however due to ethical issues no systematic research in this direction has been conducted. It can be assumed that the use of this and similar techniques can raise ethical questions, as already discussed in (Kernbach, 2017a) .
